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GREAT TOURISM PROMOTION FOR NARRANDERA SHIRE
This autumn, Narrandera Shire has received some great exposure for tourism offerings and
events across the region.
The May edition of The Wanderer, Australia's largest RV Club Magazine, has featured a four
page spread highlighting caravan and camping options in Narrandera. In addition, the article
covers the wonderful offerings of Grong Grong and the Barellan Clydesdales Good Old Days
Weekend, encouraging the Caravan and RV Community, who are about to head off on their
winter escape, to stop and explore Narrandera Shire. This article comes after the autumn
edition of Caravanning Australia double page article promoting Narrandera Shire.
The Sunday Telegraph Escape magazine on Sunday 29 April also featured bush tucker
offerings and tours with Sandhills Artefacts. The Escape magazine currently has a passionate
and growing monthly 5.6million national audience across its print and digital assets.
The article was written after Sandhills Artefacts hosted a small group of journalists on 23
September 2017 as part of the Taste Riverina Festival. The group came to the Riverina through
Destination NSW and were invited to take part in culinary and cultural experiences from Griffith
through to Wagga Wagga, stopping in Narrandera, Coolamon and Junee Shires.
Mayor Cr Neville Kschenka has said, “It’s great to see our Shire positively promoted in these
publications and we look forward to welcoming more visitors to the area.”
Narrandera Shire Council has been working with tourism operators to promote tourism offerings
across the Shire and increase overnight visitation to the area. The tour group attendance is an
excellent achievement for tourism operators and a fantastic promotional opportunity,
highlighting a unique experience available in Narrandera Shire.
1,500 copies of the Narrandera Shire Visitor Guide will be sent to the 2018 Queensland
Caravan & Camping Show at the end of the month to further encourage the caravan and
camping market to stop in Narrandera Shire.
To view the full Escape article visit www.escape.com.au .
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The first page of the Narrandera article in ‘The Wanderer’ Magazine, May 2018.

The Sunday Telegraph Escape feature article.
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